ODUM FACULTY SPEED TALKS

TAKAO SASAKI

ALEX STRAUSS

CHARLES VAN REES

5 SEP

SPENCER GALEN

University of Scranton
Biology Department
Assistant Professor

12 SEP

ARIAL SHOGREN

University of Alabama
Department of Biological Sciences
Assistant Professor

26 SEP

MICHAEL SMITH

Auburn University
Department of Biological Sciences
Assistant Professor

3 OCT

JASON FRIDLEY

Clemson University
Department of Biological Sciences
Professor

10 OCT

SHUO CHEN

University of Georgia
Odum School of Ecology
Visiting Scholar

17 OCT

BEN SADD

Illinois State University
School of Biological Sciences
Associate Professor

24 OCT

ANYA BROWN

University of California, Davis
Department of Evolution and Ecology
Assistant Professor

14 NOV

LEARN MORE: ECOLOGY.UGA.EDU

#UGAEcology on facebook-f  instagram  linkedin

Sign up to receive EcoSeminar Zoom links
bit.ly/EcoSeminars23

CLOCK

TUESDAYS 4:00 P.M.

| ECOLOGY BUILDING, AUDITORIUM

LEARN MORE: ECOLOGY.UGA.EDU

#UGAEcology on facebook-f  instagram  linkedin

Sign up to receive EcoSeminar Zoom links
bit.ly/EcoSeminars23